
Our Window Displays are sleek and
modern looking with minimal cord
clutter and high energy efficiency.
It is incredibly lightweight which
makes it very easy to install. The
displays have built in cooling fans
which allow for optimal thermal
conductivity which means rapid
heat loss improves the
performance and ultimately, the
lifespan of the display.

Perfect for Window Displays

Reddie's Ultra High Brightness Single Sided
Window Display boasts 3000 nits of
brightness making it an ideal street facing
display.

These displays are ultra resistant to
blackening since they are specially built for
store windows and resist the blackening
defect up to 110  C or 230  F

55" Ultra High Brightness Single Sided Window Sign

Light Weight Slim Enclosure Online Content Manager

Freestanding Version Available



The responsive internal airflow
system keeps the panel and other
components at optimum working
temperature.

This enures a long and reliable
screen life even when used
continuously in outward facing
windows.

The auto brightness control feature means your display adjusts based on ambient
light. Therefore, it gets brighter when its brighter outside and darker as the
lighting around it dims. This feature ensure maximum visibility and battery life.

Auto Brightness Control24/7 Commercial Use
With commercial grade LCD panels, LED backlights and internal
components these displays have the ability to be in constant use 24/7
for over 30, 000 hours. There are no external buttons or controls which
eliminates tampering.

Other Features

Freestanding Option Available
Reddie's Ultra High Brightness Displays are versatile enough to be
used as freestanding solutions using the floor stand for projects or
installations where ceiling mounts are not an option. An easy
installation is guaranteed regardless of your  mounting choice.

Smart Temperature Control
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Key Features

Android Ultra Resistant to Blackening 3000 nits of Brightness Optional Network Upgrade

Smart Temperature Control Lightweight Enclosure Available as Floor Stand Easy Install
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Available as Plug & Play

 
Temperature Control Multiple Interfaces
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